
 

 

Date: March 2, 2015 

To: Utah League of Cities and Towns Legislative Policy Committee  

From: Cameron Diehl, ULCT Director of Government Relations; Ken Bullock, ULCT Executive Director; 

and Roger Tew, Senior Policy Analyst 

RE: HB 362 and local option sales tax update 

Per the LPC resolution on February 23, ULCT staff has met with transportation stakeholders to discuss 

options to improve HB 362.  Last week, ULCT staff identified key issues in the current draft of HB 362.   

A) VOTER APPROVAL OF SALES TAX (current law, Utah Code §59-12-2208(1)… “All in this together!” 

HB 362: A county, city, or town legislative body must obtain approval of the majority of the legislative 

body and submit an opinion question to the registered voters voting on the tax. 

ULCT staff recommendation: Legislative leadership expects all imposing entities to move forward 

together.  ULCT staff believes that cities and counties can both impose their tax portions and work 

together by having an opinion question for all of the impositions on the ballot at the same election.  

Legislative leadership may be willing to consider an optional voter approval requirement. 

Policy question for ULCT membership: Is the ULCT membership willing to accept the voter approval 

requirement if that requirement enables the municipal imposition?  Is the ULCT membership willing to 

accept that the sales tax increase should be subject to voter approval? 

B) ALLOCATION FORMULA (in HB 362, it is .10 cities/towns, .10 countywide transit district, .05 

counties; or .10 cities/towns, .15 counties in areas without countywide transit)  

i) ALLOCATION OUTSIDE OF COUNTYWIDE TRANSIT DISTRICTS WITHOUT TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

HB 362: .10 to cities and towns and unincorporated counties and .15 for the counties for regionally 

significant projects (lines 115-135) 

ULCT staff recommendation: ULCT staff is lobbying for either .15 for cities/towns/unincorporated 

counties and .10 for county OR .125 for cities/towns/unincorporated counties and .125 for counties for 

regionally significant projects. 

ii) ALLOCATION OUTSIDE OF COUNTYWIDE TRANSIT DISTRICTS WITH TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

HB 362: .10 to the public transit district (only UTA likely qualifies; lines 93-98) 

ULCT staff recommendation: ULCT has prepared language to expand the definition to include all of the 

existing transit systems in the state so that they qualify for the .10 allocation. 

C) MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE THEIR PORTIONS OF THE QUARTER CENT 

HB 362: “A county legislative body may impose a .25% quarter cent sales tax” (lines 88-90) 



 

 

ULCT staff recommendation:  The county legislative body should impose the .05 sales tax, the city or 

town legislative body should impose the .10 sales tax, and the governing body of the political subdivision 

operating the transit system or the political subdivision where the transit district exists should impose 

the .10 sales tax for transit.  ULCT is neutral as to how the .05 county piece should be allocated. 

ULCT staff believes that city and town legislative bodies should have the same authority and opportunity 

to impose their portion of the tax as the county legislative bodies.  Longstanding ULCT policy declares 

that municipalities should have the authority to self-govern and not be dependent on county or state 

approval of tax authority or municipal budgetary actions.  ULCT also believes that a county-imposed tax 

could impact bonding authority on the municipal .10 portion and could be unconstitutional.  

Policy questions for ULCT members: is the ULCT membership willing to set a precedent for future local 

option authority & accept that the county imposes the tax instead of the city/town imposing the tax?   

D) SALES TAX DISTRIBUTION (50% pop./50% weighted land mile by county or 50/50 sales tax formula) 

HB 362: Revenue shall be apportioned by 50% in the ratio that the class B roads weighted mileage within 

the unincorporated area of the county and class C roads weighted mileage within each city or town 

within that county bear to the total class B and class C roads weighted mileage within the county; and 

50% shall be apportioned in the ratio that the population of a city, town, or total unincorporated area of 

a county bears to the total population of the county. (lines 136-143) 

ULCT staff recommendation: The bill creates a new distribution formula based on population and 

weighted lane mile on a county by county basis unlike the statewide B&C formula.  ULCT staff is 

concerned that other entities are dictating a new sales tax distribution formula onto cities and towns.  

Additionally, ULCT staff is concerned that the HB 362 sales tax distribution formula excludes a nexus 

with point of sale.  The HB 362 formula also disproportionately benefits unincorporated county roads at 

the expense of city and town streets.  ULCT staff is also concerned that HB 362 focuses the pool of taxing 

entities to just the county of origin instead of the entire state.  However, because the proposed motor 

fuel tax increase accompanies the local option sales tax and the motor fuel tax formula benefits rural 

areas statewide, a county of origin pool for sales tax may provide equity between urban and rural areas. 

Policy question for ULCT membership: Is the ULCT membership willing to accept a new and unknown 

formula for a sales and use tax, exclude point of sale, and limit the pool to the county of origin? 

E) Maintenance of Effort & definition of uses 

HB 362: .10 to the cities and towns may be expended for… (lines 98-112) 

ULCT staff recommendation: ULCT staff is negotiating to expand the definition of transportation for 

which cities and towns may expend their .10 to include transit, park and rides, and trails. 

HB 362: Revenue… may not supplant existing revenue that a city budgets for transportation. (line 151) 

ULCT staff recommendation: ULCT staff is negotiating to include a sunset in this provision.   


